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(Comm. by Z. SUETUNA, ra.j..., June 12, 1951.)

Concerning the Diophantine approximation, there is a following
theorem of Minkowski:

Theorem. For arbitrary two linear forms

L,(x, y)= vtx+/gy--a’, ([c ! A== 0)
L.(x, y) 7x+y--r

there exists at least a lattice point (x, y) which satisfies

L, (x, y)L(x, y) I I
4

I will show in this paper that this can be improved follows
from its simple proof due to Perron.

Theorem. Under the same condition as above, there exist in-
finitely many lattice points (z,, y) (n 1, 2, ...) which satisfy

lx,! yl and [L,(x,, y)L(x, Y,)I !1 with the in-

equalities L(x,,, ’Y,3 K[ x, and K[ y l, where K is a positive
constant depending only on L and L, if A 0, , 0 hold, 7/8
is not a rational number and L(x, y)= 0 has no lattice solution.

The particular ease of this theorem, in which L(x, y)= x and
L(x, y) Ox-y-O is already found by Minkowski too, and proved
also by Koksma) by using Perron’s method.

Now let us explain our proof of the above theorem which is

dedueed from that proof of Perron and furthermore a proof of
Korkine-Zortaroff-Markoff’s theorem also due to Perron.)

Without loss of-generality we may consider the ease, in which

L(x, y) a(x--)+ y--)

L(x, y) (x--) + (y--,)
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